
THE AVALON HILL GAME COMPANY'S TRADEMARK FOR ITS FANTASY TREASURE HUNT GAME 

WIZARD'S QUEST 
For 2 to 6 players, ages 10 years and up. Playing 
time I Y:> to 3 hours. 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Marnon was a tiny island kingdom located in a 
lost ocean of the distant past. Long ago, powerful 
warlords battled each other and the fantastic 
creatures existing there for the right to reign over 
Marnon. However, the battles raged for eons and 
with such fierceness that a great wizard, called 
Peacemaker, finally intervened. 

Peacemaker chose not to forcefully deprive the 
warlords of their competition. but rather chan
neled it toward a quest which would select the 
fittest as rightful King of Marnon. thereby ending 
all bloodshed forever. 

Peacemaker summoned all the warlords 
together and gave them each three treasures: a 
crown for authority, a treasure chest for wealth. 
and a magic ring for power. Peacemaker told the 
warlords to put an identifying mark on each of 
their treasures. He then took the treasures from 
each warlord and gave each set to an enemy 
warlord who was instructed to hide the treasures 
in the most obscure and treacherous places he 
could find. Then Peacemaker declared that he 
would make King of Marnon the first warlord to 
regain all three of his own treasures. 

Today only a map of Marnon remains. 
However. the equipment in this game will enable 2 
to 6 players to play the part of the warlords seeking 
their treasures while battling each other. the 
menacing dragon and the awesome and fierce 
fighting orcs (semi-intelligent. pig-like goblins). 

II. OBJECT OF THE GAME 
To win, you must be the first player to regain all 
three of r()ur treasures. 
III. EQUIPMENT 
A. Im'cntory-
LOne mapboard of the island of Marnon. 
2. One counter portraying 'Peacemaker. the 

Wizard' 
3. One counter portraying the dragon 
4. Ninety orc counters (colored black) 
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5. Six sets of playing pieces (one set per player) 
Each set is distinguished by its own color and 
contains: 
a. One hero counter 
b. One sorcerer counter 
c. Forty flag counters (each represents one man) 
d. Six circular counters (each is equivalent to five 
flag .counters: These counters can be exchanged 
lor lIve IndIvIdual flag counters and vice versa at 
any time.) 
e. Three rectangular treasure counters 

6. Thirty-five petition cards 
7. Two dice (one white and one colored) 
8. Game box and lid 
9. One instruction folder 

B. Playing Counters -
L There are six different types of creatures 

represented by the playing counters: men. hero , 
sorcerer. orc, dragon and wizard. 

2. The hero, sorcerer and men counters arc 
directly controlled by the players. The hero and 
sorcerer will often be referred to as super powers 
and the 'men' counters as just 'men'. 

3. The orcs. dragon and wizard counters are 
controlled by the dice. Players have no influence 
over these counters except through special powers 
granted by a petition card or by successful battle. 

C. Mapboard-
I. The island of Marnon is composed of eight 

castles and six large regions. Each region is 
distinguishable by its own name and color. 

2. The regions have been further subdivided into 
six territories. Each territory has its own name. 
There are a total of 36 territories. For example. the 
Golden Dunes region contains the six territories 
named Lair of the Lizard. Dewbury. Hidden 
Hollow. Melting Sands. Britton and Red Dune. 
3. A special numbering system. identifying the 

six regions and each of their six territories. has 
been incorporated into the game to facilitate the 
movement of the orcs. dragon and wizard. The six 
territories in each region have been physically 
numbered 'I' through '6'. The six regions have also 

been physicully numbered 'I' through '6'. For 
example, the territory of Pembroke in the Misty 
Forest region is identified as territory 4 in region 3. 
Each castle space has also been numbered. 
4. Whenever the term 'space' is used it refers to 

all 36 territories and eight castles. There are . 
therefore, a total of 44 spaces in Marnon. 

5. Spaces are the only places on the board which 
playing counters may occupy. A counter cannot 
be placed in water or on a bridge. If a counter is in 
a region. it must be in one particular territory of 
the region. 
a. Playing counters belonging to different players 
cannot occupy the same space at the same time. 
b. A hero and sorcerer can never occupy the same 
space at the same time. 
c. Orc counters also cannot occupy the same 
space as a player's counters at the same time. 
d. The dragon and wizard counters may share a 
space with each other and with any playing 
counters. 
e. All of a player's counters or orc counters 
occupying the same space are termed a force. The 
dragon and wizard are never part of a force. 
r. Spaces which share part of a common bound
ary are considered adjacent spaces. 
g. Spaces sharing the Amnon river as their only 
common boundary are not adjacent unless 
connected by a bridge. 
h. IMPORTANT: The two spaces, Earthen Pass 
and Marls Gate are connected by the Great Tun
nel and considered adjacent to each other. 
i. A space is considered occupied if at least one 
man. orc, hero or sorcerer is in the space. A space 
is unoccupied if empty. or if just a treasure. 
wizard, dragon or any combination of the three 
are in. the space. 
IV. PREPARE FOR PLAY 
A. Each player chooses a colored set of playing 
pieces. If at any time a player or the orcs run out of 
counters use an unused set or make additional 
counters. Men or orc counters can never run out. 

B. Each player rolls two dice. The player with the 
high toss takes his turn to set up first. 



C. Turns pass clockwise (i.e .. to the player's left) 
around the table. 
D. Setting Up the Board- Set-up is completed in 
the exact sequence presented below. 

l. Beginning with the first player, each player in 
turn places one of his men in an unoccupied castle 
space. 

2. Two orcs are placed in each of the remaining 
unoccupied castle spaces. 
3. Two orcs are placed in two territories in each 

region using the following procedure. 

a. For orc placement in the first region selected, 
two dice are tossed until the outcome is not 
doubles. 
b. Two orcs are placed in each of the two 
territories in the region whose numbers match the 
toss. For example, if a '2' and a '6' were tossed for 
Golden Dunes, two orcs would be placed in each 
of the territories of Dewbury and Red Dune. 
c. Repeat steps a. and b. to place orcs in two 
territories in each of the five remaining regions. 

4. One man is placed in each of all remaining 
unoccupied territories using the following proce
dure. 
a. Beginning with the first player. players in turn 
place one man in any unoccupied territory on the 
board. 
b. Placement continues until no empty spaces 
remalD. 
5. After all spaces have been filled , players hide 
the three treasures of one opponent. 
a. Each playe r passes his three treasures to the 
playe r to his left. 
b. Starting with the first player. each player in 
turn selects one treasure and places it face down in 
any castle space except that occupied by the 
treasure's owner. 
c. Playe rs then repeat the procedure for each of 
the remaining two treasures. These treasures may 
be placed in any territories (not castle spaces) not 
occupied by the treasure's owner. No two 
treasures may ever be in the same space at the same 
point in time even if a petition card allows a 
treasure to be moved at a later time. 

6. Upon conclusion of the treasure placement, 
each player in turn , beginning with the first player. 
places ten men in any of the spaces he already 
occupies. All ten men are placed at the same time. 
E. Anytime a player receives two or more men to 
place on the board for any reason, he may 
substitute either the hero or sorcerer for two men 
or he may substitute both for four men. For 
example. rather than place ten men on the board 
a t start, a playe r may place either the hero or 
sorcerer and eight men, or the hero and sorcerer 
and six men. 

V. SEQUENCE OF PLA Y 
Each turn is composed of five phases which 

must be performed in the exact sequence present
ed below. Turns continue in this way until one 
player wins. 

l. ORC PHASE 
a. Orc Generation 
b. Orc Frenzy 
c. Orc Placement 

2. DRAGON A TT ACK PHASE 
3. WIZARD PROSPER PHASE 
4. FIRST PLAYER DETERMINATION 

PHASE 
5. INDIVIDUAL PLAYER PHASE 

a. Petition Card Selection and Play 

b. Reinforcement 
c. Attack Campaign. 

VI. ORC PHASE 
A. Ore Generation-
l. Begillning with the first player. each player in 

turn tosses one die to determine a region to receive 
more orcs. 

2. Each time a region is determined, one orc is 
added to each orc occupied territory in the region 
and one orc is added to each orc occupied castle 
adjacent to a territon' in that region. 

3. No orcs may be added to a space if it already 
contains four orcs. Four orcs is the maximum 
number of orcs that a space may contain. 
B. Ore Frenzy (Attaek)-

I. Orcs fren zy from all spaces which contain four 
orcs. FreI1zying orcs will attack player occupied 
spaces adjacent to their space until all such spaces 
are captured or until the frenzy space becomes 
unoccupied or occupied by only one ore. at which 
point the frenzy immediately stops in that space. 

2. Orcs can only frenzy from spaces containing 
four orcs. If the space contains one, two or three 
orcs, no frenzy can begin in that space. 

3. A specific procedure is used to determine the 
sequence in which orcs will frenzy. 
a. Orcs in the first region will frenzy before orcs in 
the second region and so on until all orcs in 
territories have frenzied. Finally orcs in castle 
spaces frenzy. 
b. Orcs in a lower numbered territory will frenzy 
before orcs in a higher numbered territory in the 
same region. 
c. Orcs in a lower numbered castle space will 
frenzy before orcs in a higher numbered castle 
space. 

4. As orcs frenzy from a particular space, they 
must attack the adjacent spaces in a certain order. 
a. The first space that will be attacked is the 
lowest numbered territory in the lowest numbered 
region adjacent to the frenzy space. 
b. Attacks will continue in a clockwise direction 
from the first space around the frenzy space. 

5. Only certain spaces can be attacked by orc 
frenzies. 
a. If the space to be attacked contains orcs, no 
attack occurs and that space is passed. 
b. If the space to be attacked contains a hero or 
dragon, alone or with other counters, no attack 
occurs and that space is passed. 
c. If a territory space to be attacked is in the 
region which contains the wizard , no attack occurs 
and that space is passed. 
d. If the space to be attacked is empty, no attack 
occurs and the space is passed. 
e. Frenzying orcs must attack an adjacent space if 
it does not conform to one of the four situations 
listed above. 
f. If the attack is successful and the defending 
force slain, one orc is moved from the attacking 
space into the defeated space to capture it. The 
move cannot be made if only one orc remains in 
the attacking space. The orcs then attack the next 
legal space if at least two orcs remain in the frenzy 
space. 
g. SPECIAL NOTE: The Great Tunnel spaces 
are considered adjacent. Therefore, orcs which 
frenzy from a tunnel space can attack through the 
tunnel but only after they have attacked all other 
spaces adjacent to the frenzy space. A space across 
the Amnon river is always considered adjacent if 
connected by a bridge. 
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6. All attacks are resolved using the system 
described in Xl., Ballie Resolution. 

C. Ore Plaeement-
When all frenzy spaces have finished attack

ing, all unoccupied spaces on the board receive 
one orc counter (including those in a region 
occupied by the wizard). 

VII DRAGON ATTACK PHASE 
A. The dragon counter is moved randomly from 
territory to territory (never to castle spaces) until it 
'gobbles' up at least one man, hero or sorcerer. 

B. Each move of the dragon is controlled by two 
dice. One player tosses one die to determine the 
region to which the dragon will move and another 
player rolls the other die to determine which 
territory in the region the dragon will land in. 
C. When the dragon lands in a space, one die is 
tossed to determine how many counters (never to 
exceed the total force present) in that space are 
'gobbled'. NOTE: a '5 men' counter is considered 
five counters and may be broken down into such 
to satisfy the dragon's appetite. If only orcs are 
'gobbled', the dragon continues to move and 
'gobble' until it lands and 'gobbles' in a space 
occupied by at least one man, hero or sorcerer. 
The wizard is never gobbled by the dragon. 

VIII. WIZARD PROSPER PHASE 
A. The wizard counter makes one move in the 
Wizard Prosper Phase each turn. It is moved by 
dice roll in the same manner as the dragon 
counter. 
B. The territory into which the wizard counter 
moves is prospered. It receives either three men if a 
player occupied territory or three orcs (to a 
maximum of four orcs) if an orc occupied 
territory. EXCEPTION: An unoccupied territory 
cannot be prospered. 
C. The wizard counter protects the entire region 
for as long as it occupies a territorr in that region. 
No attacks of any kind (men, orc or dragon) can 
occur against any territory in the same region as 
the wizard. A force can attack from a territory in 
the wizard's region if the space which it is 
attacking is outside that region. 
IX. FIRST PtA YER DETERMINA nON 
PHASE 
A. Each turn, in this phase, one player is selected 
as the first player. He remains as the first player 
until this phase next turn. 
B. Each player rolls two dice. High man is the 
first player. 
X. INDIVIDUAL PLA YER PHASE 

Each player in turn, beginning with the first 
player, performs the following activities in the 
sequence presented below. While one player is 
taking his turn, the other players cannot perform 
any activity. 
A. Petition Card Selection-

I. The player decides whether or not to draw one 
petition card from the petition deck. By drawing a 
card , the player petitions the wizard for help , and, 
in most cases, the card will prove to be valuable to 
the player. 

2. The card drawn may be played immediately or 
saved to be played in a later turn. unless the card 
states 'Play this Card Immediately' in which case it 
must be played when drawn. 
3. Up to two cards may be saved by each player 

without being played. If a third card is drawn, at 
least one of the three cards must be played. 



4. A petition card may be drawn and / or played 
only at the start of the plarer's turn. Any or a ll 

cards held may be played at this time. When a card 
is played. the directions must be followed 
immediately unless stated otherwise in rule 6 of 
this section. 

5. All played cards are immed iate ly placed face

up in a discard pile by the pet ition deck . When the 
deck is used up . the di sca rd pile is shuffled to 

restock the petition deck. The disca rd pile cannot 
be exami ned. 

6. Most instructions on the petition cards are se lf

expla nato ry. Some may need further clarification: 
a. All awards of men are added to the playe r's 
reinforcements a nd placed with them. 
b. Extra campaigns are used after the initi a l 
attack campaign has been completed. 

c. Cert a in ca rds awa rd boating pri vileges. They 
state ' I g ive yo u one extra man . but save thi s card 
for boat privileges'. When played, the player 
receives one extra man and then keeps the card , 
face up in front of him. to be used for boa t 

privileges a t a ny time during one of hi s't urns. 
I) Any number of 'boa t privilege' cards may be 
retained face up after being played. 

2) While the 'boat privilege' cards remain/;/('e up. 
ther do not count toward the two card limit for the 

playe r. He may st ill hold two other cards without 
havi ng to play one. 

3) Use of the 'boat privilege' card perm its a force 
to make a move or attack from a space bordering 
the Sea of Marnon or Amnon River to any other 
space bordering the same body of water. For 
exam ple, a player with a force in Cattle Meade 

may move to or a ttack Windfo r. Brecknock. 
Castle 7, Sadbury or Radner Fen by boat as well as 
Dread Moor and Castle 5 which can a lso be 

attacked or entered by land. A playe r with a force 
in Dewbury may move to or attack Heatherlawn. 
Sheep Meade, Portston Moor or Haven by boat as 
well as Hidde n Hollow a nd Melting Sands which 

can also be attacked or entered by land or bridge. 
4) T he boat privilege a warded by a card can only 
be used to make an a ttack against one space or one 
move from one space after which it must be 

discarded immedia tel y. 
5) When the 'boat privilege' is used to make a n 

a tt ack on the Amnon River. a ny bridge pena lty is 
avoided. 

d. Other cards sta te, ' I give you six extra men if 

you currently ha ve less than seven pieces on the 
board'. The term ' pieces' a lways includes hero and 
so rce rer as well as individual men . A five men 
circular counter counts as five pieces. 
B. Reinforcemcnts-

I. The player receives a certain number of men 
as reinforcements each turn . The number of me n 

received depends upon the number of kingdom 
spaces hi s forces currently occupy. 
a. A kingdom is defined as either a single castle 

spa·ce. or a group of connected spaces (i. e .. each 
space is adjacent to at least one other space in the 
same kingdom) which must include at least one 
cast Ie space. 

b. When the playe r determines his reinforce
ments , he counts all spaces of all kingdoms that his 

forces occupy. 

c. A space ma y only be counted as part of one 
kingdom even if it connects to more than one 
cast le space. 

d. SPECIAL NOTE: The Great Tunnel spaces 
are considered adjacent and a player's kingdom 
may be connected th rough the tunnel. just as a 

playe r's kingdom may be connected over a bridge. 
2. All of the playe r's kingdom spaces are 

totalled. If his forces occupy four or less kingdom 
spaces, four men are received as reinforcements. If 
his forces occupy five or more kingdom spaces. a 
number of men equal to the number of his 
kingdom spaces are received as reinforcement s. 

For example. if a player has six kingdom spaces. 
he receives six men as reinforcements. If he has no 
kingdom spaces (i.e., he occupies no castle spaces). 

he receives four men as reinforcements. 
3. After all men are received through petition 

card and reinforcement. they (and any super 
power substitutions) may be placed in anr spaces 
occupied bl' the plarer's forces. 
C. Attack Campaign-
I. The player is allowed to make at least o ne 

attack campaign in his turn . One attack campaign 
can always be initiated . Additional attack cam
paigns may be initiated by petition card award or 

if directed against the wizard or drago n. 

2. An attack campaign permits one of the 

player's forces in a space to attack one adjacent 

space or to attack a space that can be reached by 
boat if using a 'boa t privilege'. The attack 
campaign continues until the space being attacked 
is unoccupied in which case it must be captured if 
possible ; or the player decides to disco ntinue his 
campaign (he may do this at any time even before 
reso lving one battle); or he no longer has any force 
with which to continue the a ttack. 

3. At the start of the att ack campaign and at any 
time during the campaign. a playe r's attack may be 
supplemented by his men in spaces adjacent to the 
attacking space (or spaces bordering the sa me 
body of water if using a 'boat privilege'.) These 

men are moved into the attacking space. Any 
number of supplements ma y be made during an 

attack campaign as long as there are men 
available. 

4. At the start of the attack campaign, only. the 

player's hero or sorcerer ma y be moved from anr 
space on the board to the a ttacking space. If one of 
these two super powers is already in the a ttacking 
space. and the playe r wishes to attack using the 
other super power, he ma y simply switch them 
with both counters changing places. Remember 
the hero a nd sorcerer can never occupy the same 
space. 

5. When an attack campaign is initiated against 
a space which is unoccupied, or becomes unoccu
pied because of the battle , that space must be 

captured by moving at least one counter from the 
attacking space into the space, if feasible. The 
playe r cannot call off a campaign to avoid making 
a capture. 

6. An occupied space ma y never be voluntarily 
left unoccupied at any time. A space can be 
attacked but cannot be captured if there is only 

one counter left in the attacking space since the 

capture would leave the attacking space unoccup
ied. 

7. Any number of counters may capture a space 
as long as at least one counter remains in the 
attacking space. 

D. Attacking the Dragon or Wizard-
I. If the dragon wizard is in a n unoccupied 

space. the playe r must use the normal attack 
campaign if he wishes to attack either. 

2. If the dragon or wizard is in a space occupied 
by another player's force or by orc(s), the player 

mar use a free attack campaign to attack the 
dragon or wizard. If successful. he may then attack 
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the force in the same space using a normal attack 
campaign but only after the dragon and / or wizard 

have been removed. 
3. If the dragon or wizard is in a space occupied 

by the player's force , the playe r ma y attack it with 
a free attack campaign but only with the force in 

the sa me space. 

4. When using a free attack campaign against the 

dragon or wizard, no counter supplement can be 
made. A player may make as many free attack 

campaigns against the wizard a nd dragon as he is 

able and wants to make. 
5. Only a force including a hero or sorcerer may 

attack the dragon. Only a force including a 

so rcerer may attack the wizard. 
a. A dragon wi)ich is slain by a hero force is 
temporaril y removed from play. A new one will 
reappear in the next dragon phase. If his hero was 
not slain , the victorious playe r receives six 

additional men which he must immediately place 
in any of the spaces occupied by his forces. 
b. A dragon or wizard counter which is deFeated 
by a sorcerer is not killed but is sent to the region 

of the victorious player's choice. A die roll 
determines which territory it will occupy. The 

dragon will gobble any counters in the territory 
equal to the/oil of one die. The wi za rd will prosper 

any co unters in the territory by three men or orcs 

(to a maximum of four orcs). 
c. If a player succeeds in removing the wizard to 
another region. he is now permitted to launch 
attack campaigns against any territories in the 

vacated region. 
6. All attacks against the dragon or wizard are 

reso lved using the system desc ribed in Xl .. Bailie 
Resolution. 
E. Capture of Treasure-

I. When a player captures a space which 

contains one of his treasures, he removes it from 
the boa rd a nd revea ls the type of treasu re. 
a. If the type is a treasure chest , the playe r receives 

four men which must be immediately placed in the 
space previo usly occupied by the treasure chest. 
b. If the type is a crown. the player receives three 
men which he must immediately place in any of the 

spaces occupied by his forces. 
c. If the type is a magic ring, the player draws one 

petition card, which he may play immedia tely or 

save. If the player already has two cards, he must 
play this card immediately or discard it. If the card 

drawn requires loss of reinforcements. he ignores 
the directions and discards it. It cannot be 

replaced by another draw. 
2. When a player captures his third treasure. the 

game ends immediately and he is the winner. 

XI. BATTLE RESOLUTION 
A. During an attack campaign. when ei ther the 
dragon , wizard or a space is being attacked , any 
number of battles may be fought at the discret ion 
of the attacking player until he slays the dragon or 

defending force ; or he disperses the wizard: or he 
decides to discontinue his attack: or he is unable to 

continue his attack. 
B. To resolve one battle, each combatant tosses 
one die at the same time. An y player not invo lved 

in the battle rolls for dragon. wizard or orcs if they 

are one of the combatants. 

I. A player's die toss indicates the number of the 

opponent's counters that are removed from the 
space (up to the total force present in battle) if his 

toss is within his proper die ranKe. If the die toss is 
out of the die range. the opponent loses nothing. 
For example, if a player's die range is three , and he 



tosses a one. two or three . his opponent loses one. 
two or three counters respectively. If he tosses a 
four. five or six. his opponent loses nothing. 

a. The dragon has a die range of 6. 
b . The wi za rd has a die range of 6. 
c. Orcs have a die range equal to -the number of 
orcs in the space (to a maximum of 4). 

d. men have a die ra nge equal to the number of 
men in the space to a maximum range of 4. 
e. The hero has a die range of I if by himself in a 
space. He adds I to the die range of men in the 
same space. so that the maximum range for four or 
more men and a hero is 5. 
f. The sorcerer has a di e ra nge of 2 if by himse lf in 
a space. he adds 2 to the die range of men in the 
same space. so that the maximum range forfour or 
more men and a sorcerer is 6. 
g. A force de(ending against an attack in anyo ne 
of the eighteen fore st or mountain territories in the 
following three regions: Mist y Forest. Crystal 
Mo untains and Ancient Forest. adds I to its die 
ra nge. A force recei ves no die range advantage for 
allacking from these territories. 
h . A force de(ending against an attack in a castle 
space adds 2 to its die range. A force rece ives no 
die ra nge advantage if allackilll! from a castle 
space. 
i. A force de/ending against an attack initiated 
from a territory on the other side of a hridge adds 2 
to its die range. A force rece ives no die range 
advan tage if allacking across a bridge. 
j. A force detending against an attack through the 
Great Tunnel adds 2 to its die range. A force 
receives no die advantage if allacking through the 
Great Tunnel. NOTE: When defending against an 
attack thro ug h the Great Tunnel. a force does not 
also add I for being in forest territory (see g. 
a bove ). 

2. If hOlh die tosses in a battle are o ut of the ir 
respective die ranges. then the allacking player 
must lose one counter from his attacking fo rce. 
3. Some examples of die ranges: 

a. A frenzying space in Golden Dunes containing 
three orcs has a die range of 3. 
b. An attacking space in the Field of Fallen 
co ntaining a he ro and six men has a die range of 5 
(I +4) . 

c. An a tt ack ing space in Whispery Meadow 
co ntaining a sorcere r and ten men has a di e range 
of6(2+4). 

d. An attacking space in Golden Dunes contain
ing seve n men has a die range of 4. 

e. A defending space in the Crystal Mountains 
containing a sorcerer and two men has a die range 
of5(2+2+ I). 
f. Three orcs defending through the Great Tun
nel have a die range of 5 (3 + 2). 

4. When taking losses. the wizard. dragon. hero 
a nd sorcerer are each treated as one counter. It is 
generally good strategy not to remove the hero or 
sorcerer from battle until it is the last counter in 
t he space. 
5. The controlling playe r decides which of hi s 
counters are remo ved to satisfy the loss require
ment. All counters remo ved from the board for 
whatever reason are not permanentl y o ut of the 
game but may return at a la te r time as reinforce
ments. petition card awards. etc. 

C. Hero and Sorcerer 
I. All losses in ba ttl e are removed from the space 

and taken off the board unless a sorcerer is 
in vo lved in the attack. 

2. If a playe r conducts a n attack wit h a force tha t 
includ es a so rcere r. any losses he inflicts are not 
remo ved from the boa rd but a re dispersed by him 
to any unoccupied spaces and / or spaces which 
belong to the defe nder that he chooses. 
3 . Dispersal occurs only if the sorcerer is part of 

the al/ack. I/(he sorcerer is parr o/(he de(ending 
force. anl' losses ill/licred hl' (har de/ending./iJrce 
on (h I! aI/acker's ./(JrCI! arc removed from the 
board. 
4. If both the attacking and defending forces 

include a sorcerer. a special case arises. All losses 
inflicted (in attack and in defense) are dispersed. 
First the attacking playe r di sperses the losses he 
inflicted and then the defending playe r disperses 
the losses he inflicted . 

5. A space containing a hero can only be attacked 
by a force led by another hero or a drago n. A hero 
cannot be attacked by any other ty pe of force. A 

Some exa mples of battlc resolution: 
Attacker's Defender's Attacker's 

die range di e range die toss 

a. 4 4 2 

b. 4 4 4 

c. 4 4 5 

d. 5 3 6 

e. 6 2 2 
f. 6 6 6 

REPLACEMENT PARTS COST 
For current replacement parts price list, send a stamped self
addressed envelope to: Parts Dept., The Avalon Hill Game 
Company, 4517 Harford Road. Balto .• Md. 2t2t4 

OUR DESIGN DEPARTMENT win be happy to take the time 
to answer queries regarding play of this game but ONLY when 
accompanied by a self-addressed envelope containing first class 
postage. 
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hero leading an attack can attack all types of 
forces and the dragon. A hero cannot attack 
the wizard. 
D. If a player loses all of his tokens on the boa rd. 
he is no longer in the game. 
XII. SPECIAL SET-UP FOR TWO PLA YERS 
A. In a two playe r game. when a player places hi s 
opponent's treasure in one of hi s own spaces. he 
receives five additional men to defend the treasure 
space. 
B. Instead of each player placing ten men. 
placement is made as follows: 

I. The first player places ten men. 
2. Then . the other playe r places twent y men. 
3. Finally. the fir st player places ten more men. 

e. This procedure permits a more balanced play 
in a two playe r game. 
XIII. OPTIONAL TREASliRE PLACEMENT 
A. A fourth 'worthless' (blank) treasure is 
included with each playe r' s other treasures. 
B. When an opponent's treasures are placed o n 
the board. only one may still be placed in a castle 
space. The remaining three treasure counters are 
placed in territories as explained in the rules. 
e. The victory conditions are still the same. A 
player must capture hi s ring. crown and chest 
treas ure counters to win. If he captures the blank 
counter he receives nothing. 

DESIGN CREDITS 
Game Design: Garrett .J. Donner 
Game Development: Richard Hamblen and M ick 
Uhl Jim Skinner 
Play test: Seth Caruso Donald Greenwood. Bill 
Rakowski and Tom Murphy 
Graphics and Layout: Mick Uhl and .Jean Baer 
Art: Chris White 
Typesetting: Colonial Composition 
Printing: Monarch Services 
Copyright 1979, The Avalon Hill Game Com

pany. Baltimore. MD. Printed in the U.S.A. 

Defende r's Defender's Attacker's 

loss die toss loss 

2 counters 3 3 counters 

4 counters 5 o co unte rs 

o counters 5 I counter 
(see XI B 2 ) 

o counters 3 3 counters 

2 counters 2 2 counters 

6 counters 6 6 counters 



THE GENERAL 
Now that you know how to play the game, the next problem is 

probably who to play it with. We can help you with that problem 
and many others only through your subscription to our bi-monthly 
gaming journal, the GENERAL. In the GENERAL you'll not only read 
all there is to know about this game, but will also learn about our 
dozens of other exciting simulation games of skill. Every 4 color, 
forty-eight page issue is jammed full of professional articles on the 
strategy and tactics of Avalon .Hill gaming. Look and see what the 
GENERAL offers: 

ADVERTISING: Our Opponents-Wanted Column allows you to 
advertise, for a minimal charge, for opponents, discontinued games, 
or competition of any sort. Each issue contains hundreds of ads 
which are read by our many readers worldwide. The fastest way to 
find an opponent for this game, whether it be across the street or 
the Atlantic Ocean, is in the pages of THE GENERAL. 

CONTESTS: Every issue poses challenging game situations 
which you can enter and win free games utilizing your playing skills 
for this or any of Avalon Hill's many other games. 

TACTICS & STRATEGY: Learn why you lose or how to win. The 
nation's best players and our official staff members write many 
thought-provoking articles on the winning ways of the entire gamut 
of Avalon Hill games. Each issue contains a "Series Replay" in 
which an actual move-by-move game is printed- profusely 
illustrated, and played by recognized experts. 

HISTORY: Curious why one side always seems to win? Each 
issue contains in-depth historical material to enhance your 
background of the game situation. 

GAME DESIGN: Wonder why this game was designed the way 
it was? Read THE GENERAL and find outl Our regular DESIGN 
ANALYSIS column features explanatory treatises by our designers. 
Only here can you find ready-to-play variations, new scenarios, and 
perhaps even more counters for this game. 

QUESTIONS ANSWERED: In our Question Box you'll find the 
only official source of rules interpretations and changes for this and 
our other games. 

PRODUCT REVIEWS: Interested in other Avalon Hill games? 
Check them out in the Reader's Buyers Guide. The RBG is a game 
review compiled by our subscribers at large - the people who play 
the games. Realism, complexity, play-balance, and excitement level 
are only a few of the categories rated in the RBG. 

WHAT'S HAPPENING: Like to Isno,w what's going on in the 
gaming hobby? Each issue contains an installment of the "Avalon 
Hill Philosophy" where we announce the new games, discuss 
possible new titles, and generally keep you informed. In addition, 
the INFIL TRA TOR'S REPORT keeps you posted on tournaments, 
conventions, club news, and unusual happenings. 

VALUE: In every issue you'll find a value coupon to be applied 
against the cost of postage when purchasing games directly from 
Avalon Hill. All of this for only just a few dollars. How can you lose? 
If you're convinced, send your check for a two year subscription 
which will save you lots of money off the individual copy price. SEE 
PARTS LIST FOR PRICES. 

Since its inception in 1964, the GENERAL has stood the test of 
time. Increase your enjoyment of this and other Avalon Hill games 
many-fold with a subscription. 

The Avalon Hill Game Company 
4517 Harford Road 

Baltimore, M D 21214 
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PLA Y SUMMARY 
SET-UP: 
A. Each player rolls two dice. High man goes first. Turns pass to the left. 

B. Each player chooses an empty castle space and places one man on it. 
C. Two Orcs are placed on each remaining castle space, and two Orcs are placed on each of the two 
die-selected spaces in each region. 
D. Players in turn place one man on any available empty space until there are no empty spaces 
remaInIng. 
E. Players pass their three treasures to the player on the left. Players in three turns place the treasures 
face down on the board, one on a castle and the other two on territory spaces. 
F. Players in turn place a total of ten men on their occupied spaces. 
PLA Y: Order of Play is: Orcs, Dragori, Wizard, Players 
A. TURN OF THE ORCS 
1. Each player tosses one die to select a region whose Orc territories and bordering Ore castles each 
receive one additional Ore, unless the space already contains the maximum of four Orcs. 
2. Orcs frenzy (attack) from all Ore spaces with four Orcs. 
3. The Orcs turn ends by placing one Ore on each unoccupied space on the board. 
B. TURN OF THE DRAGON 
The Brago-n moves until he gobbles up at least one man, Hero, or Sorcerer. Each move is made by one 
die toss for selection of region , and one die toss for selection of a territory in the selected region. One 
last die toss determines how many Orcs or men, etc. the Dragon gobbles up. 
C. TURN OF PEACEMAKER THE WIZARD 
Peacemaker the Wizard moves once. The move is made by one die toss for selection of a region , and 
one die toss for selection of a territory in the selected region. If the territory is inhabited by a player or 
Orcs, Peacemaker prospers the space by giving it three more men, or up to three more Orcs. 
D. TURN OF THE PLAYERS 
1. One player tosses a die. The player with corresponding number marker goes first and turns pass to 
the left. 
2. In his turn, the player may draw one 'PETITION CARD' and then receives one man for each of his 
kingdom spaces, or the minimum of four men. (Hero and Sorcerer cost two men each to acquire.) 
3. After placing the pieces on the board, the player may make a number of attacks from one of his 
spaces to one particular adjacent space, in the hopes of making one capture. 
4. After each player has taken his turn, the 'TURN OF THE PLAYERS' is over, and the cycle of 
turns begins again with the 'TURN OF THE ORCS'. 

TREASURE REWARDS: Magic Ring-Draw a 'PETITION CARD' 
Crown-Get three men to place anywhere 
Treasure Chest-Get four men to place in territory where chest was located. 

DIE RANGES: 
The die range for men or Orcs present on a space is 1 for each man or Ore, up to a maximum range of 
4. The presence of the Hero adds 1 to this range, and the presence of the Sorcerer adds 2. (By himself 
the hero has a range of 1, the Sorcerer a range of 2.) 
B. The Dragon and Peacemaker the Wizard each have a die range of 6. 
C. For the player defending the space: Forest and mountain territories add 1 to the d-ie range, and 
castles add 2 to the range. Defending against an attack over a bridge or through the Great Tunnel 
adds 2 to the defending player's range. 

Z·3312 5/85 
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